SAUNDERS TEXTBOOKS
Suggested for Your Consideration

Crandall’s Physiology
By Lathan A. Crandall, Jr., M.D., Ph.D., Chief of Division and Professor of Physiology, College of Medicine, University of Tennessee. 388 pages, with 113 illustrations. $2.25. New (3rd) Edition

Millard & King’s Anatomy & Physiology
By Nellie D. Millard, R.N., M.A., Instructor in Anatomy and Physiology, School of Nursing, Michael Reese Hospital, Chicago; and Barry Griffith King, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Physiology, College of Physicians and Surgeons, Columbia University. 525 pages, with 285 illustrations, 28 in color. $3.00.

Jordan & Burrows’ Bacteriology
By Edwin O. Jordan, Ph.D. and William Burrows, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Bacteriology, University of Chicago. 751 pages, with 170 illustrations. $6.00. Thirteenth Edition

Frobisher’s Bacteriology
By Martin Frobisher, Jr., S.B., Sc.D., Associate in Bacteriology at the Johns Hopkins University. 653 pages, with 326 illustrations. $4.00. Second Edition

Greaves’ Bacteriology
By Joseph E. Greaves, M.S., Ph.D., Professor of Bacteriology, Utah Agricultural College; and Ethelyn O. Greaves, M.S., Ph.D. 587 pages, with 164 illustrations. $3.50. Fourth Edition

Weatherwax’s Plant Biology
By Paul Weatherwax, Professor of Botany, Indiana University. 455 pages, with 417 illustrations on 182 figures. $3.25. New

Maximow & Bloom’s Histology
By Alexander A. Maximow and William Bloom, Professor of Anatomy, University of Chicago. 695 pages, with 562 illustrations, some in colors. $7.00. New (4th) Edition

Harrow’s Biochemistry
By Benjamin Harrow, Ph.D., Professor of Chemistry, City College, College of the City of New York. 439 pages, illustrated. $3.75. Second Edition

Etheredge’s Health Facts
By Maude Lee Etheredge, M.D., Dr. P.H., Professor of Hygiene and Medical Adviser for Women, University of Illinois. 379 pages, illustrated. $2.25. New (4th) Edition

Williams’ Personal Hygiene
By Jesse Feiring Williams, M.D., Sc.D., Visiting Professor of Health and Physical Education, University of North Carolina. 540 pages, illustrated. $2.50. Seventh Edition

W. B. SAUNDERS COMPANY
West Washington Square Philadelphia
THE ELECTRON MICROSCOPE

By E. F. BURTON and W. H. KOHL

Head, Dept. of Physics, University of Toronto

Research Director, Rogers Radio Tubes, Ltd., Toronto

The first compound Electron Microscope in America was developed and built in 1936 by the authors of this book, assisted by James Hillier, then a student of Dr. Burton's. Since then, news of the miraculous accomplishments of this instrument has spread rapidly throughout the scientific world. Actual magnifications of 67,000 diameters, permitting enlargement to over 200,000 diameters, have been attained. This enables investigators to examine organisms and colloidal particles of the order of magnitude of large molecules—an achievement whose importance in the fields of applied chemistry, bacteriology and immunology can scarcely be exaggerated.

In an informal and clear style, the book outlines the fundamental principles of optical and electron microscopes; the discussion is accompanied by many original line drawings illustrating the more important points. The dual nature of light is described in detail, and its bearing on the functioning of the electron microscope clearly shown, with emphasis on the contributions of Newton, Maxwell, de-Broglie and Planck. Many striking photographs of bacteria and of industrial materials such as asbestos, carbon black, clays and oxides will be of absorbing interest to all physicists, microscopists, chemists and biochemists.

CONTENTS


233 Pages Profusely illustrated

$3.85

REINHOLD PUBLISHING CORP.
330 West 42nd St., New York, N. Y.

For next semester ↓

STRANATHAN

211 Illus.
571 Pages
$4.00 (1942)

The "Particles" of Modern Physics

The material essential to an appreciation of modern physics and the newer concepts of atomic structure is presented in this text in a clear and intelligible manner. The experimental evidence upon which each concept is founded has been stressed throughout. By J. D. Stranathan, Univ. of Kansas

CULVER

128 Illus.
194 Pages
$2.50 (1941)

Musical Acoustics

This text presents an accurate, modern survey of the principles of acoustics as they apply to the production of musical sound by the voice and by various musical instruments. By C. A. Culver, Carleton College

PISTON

100 Illus.
233 Pages
$3.00 (1941)

Meteorology—2nd Edition

Presenting a well balanced account of the science of the weather, this text offers material for a one-semester course. This edition contains new material on air mass methods, applications of air mass analysis to weather phenomena, and the practical problems of forecasting. By D. S. Piston, The Twining Laboratories, Fresno, Calif.

THE BLAKISTON COMPANY, Philadelphia
Special Products

FOR VITAMIN ASSAY PROCEDURES

More than 200 universities, research institutions, pharmaceutical manufacturers and assay laboratories now use SMACO "Vitamin Test" diets.

If your laboratory is not already using these special products, we invite you to try them on the basis of the added convenience, economy and uniformity.

FOR MICROBIOLOGICAL ASSAY PROCEDURES

"Vitamin Free" Casein Hydrolysate SMACO
10 ml. and 100 ml. vials

FOR BIOLOGICAL ASSAY PROCEDURES

Vitamin A Test Diet U.S.P. XI
1—5 and 25 lb. quantities

Vitamin B-complex Test Diet
1—5 and 25 lb. quantities

Rachitogenic Diet No. 2 U.S.P. XI
1—5 and 25 lb. quantities

Salt Mixture No. 2 U.S.P. XI
1—5 and 25 lb. quantities

"Vitamin Test" Casein
1—5—25 and 100 lbs.

Complete information, prices and quotations on quantities larger than those listed above will be sent on request.

Your order or inquiry will receive our prompt attention.

Research Laboratories

S. M. A. CORPORATION

CHAGRIN FALLS, OHIO
SHEPHERD

GAS ANALYSIS APPARATUS

NEW MODEL, WITH SPHERICAL BALL-AND-SOCKET, INTERCHANGEABLE, GROUND GLASS JOINTS


Two sizes, with interchangeable parts, are offered, i.e. 4-pipette size as in the original apparatus, and 6-pipette size for the more complex types of analyses. The larger size is particularly desirable for fuel gas analysis as it permits duplicate pipettes for potassium hydroxide and alkaline pyrogallol solutions; one pair for the absorption analysis preceding the combustion and the other pair for the absorption of carbon dioxide and excess oxygen after the combustion. This arrangement greatly reduces significant errors arising from the physical solution of various components in these solutions.

The outstanding improvement in the new model is the use of spherical ball-and-socket ground glass joints in place of rubber tubing connections throughout the gas train. The new joints are non-freezing, flexible and interchangeable. Their use eliminates the necessity for frequent change of rubber tubing because of deterioration and also prevents leakage due to admission of significant amounts of water and loss of gases such as carbon dioxide at rubber connections. A new "A.H.T. Co. Specification" spring-action clamping device holds the joints securely and can be attached or detached quickly and without danger of breakage.

The new model also includes an enclosed vertical rheostat which avoids dangers associated with the presence of mercury vapor caused by accidental spillage on open rheostat wires; a more efficient illuminating device consisting of a 24-inch, 20-watt fluorescent daylight bulb; and a neon pilot lamp which operates directly on 115 volts a.c., eliminating the use of dry cells. In addition, the burette water jacket is sand blasted on the back to facilitate reading of the meniscus, which is sharply defined by a new and simple device which fits over the jacket and, in use, is placed directly below the eye level.

5880-A. Gas Analysis Apparatus, Shepherd, New Volumetric Model, 4-pipette, as above described, mounted on metal support complete with one plain bubbling pipette for gases which are easily absorbed, such as carbon dioxide; two distributor tip pipettes with platinum disc perforated with numerous small holes for difficult absorptions; one combustion pipette; burette, 100 ml capacity in 0.2 ml, with compensating tube and manometer in water jacket; and manifold; all fitted with interchangeable No. 12/2 ball-and-socket ground glass joints. The outfit also includes sampling tube, 250 ml capacity; three leveling bulbs, 250 ml capacity; a.c. ammeter; enclosed vertical rheostat; heavy wall nitrometer tubing for connecting leveling bulb and sample tube; and improved illuminating system for reading the burette. For use on 115 volts, a.c. 850.00

5881-A. Ditto, 6-pipette, identical with 5880-A but with two extra distributor tip absorption pipettes and longer manifold on 6-place metal support. For use on 115 volts, a.c. 410.00

NOTE—Either of above outfits can be supplied on special order with Burette of precision bore tubing at $22.00 additional.

ARTHUR H. THOMAS COMPANY

RETAIL—WHOLESALE—EXPORT
LABORATORY APPARATUS AND REAGENTS
WEST WASHINGTON SQUARE
PHILADELPHIA, U. S. A.
NEW G-E MODEL CA-6 BERYLLIUM WINDOW
X-RAY TUBE SPEEDS UP DIFFRACTION STUDIES

THOROUGHLY TESTED—G-E perfected the Model CA-6 beryllium window x-ray diffraction tube early in 1941, and the first commercially available model was installed in the laboratory of a leading automotive manufacturer in August, 1941. The performance records of this and other CA-6 tubes back up these facts:

SPEEDS UP STUDIES—The Model CA-6 has a transmission factor, in the range of wavelengths for which these tubes are generally used, which is from six to ten times that of Lindemann glass window tubes. Typical normal exposures can be made with the CA-6 beryllium window tube in approximately one-seventh to one-tenth the time required by Lindemann window tubes.

INCREASED TUBE LIFE—The increased radiation output of the CA-6 tube in itself effectively serves to lengthen tube life since it permits a greater number of exposures within a given time. In addition, its beryllium window is not susceptible to corrosion and x-ray deterioration.

FACTS ABOUT THE CA-6 TUBE—The G-E Model CA-6 tube is constructed with two beryllium windows in line with the long axis of the focal spot. The windows are protected by a bakelite shield having high conductivity so that the shield may be operated at ground potential. The overall length of the tube is approximately 28 inches, and the diameter of the x-ray shield, the thickest portion of the tube, is 3 1/2 inches. Target materials immediately available for war production use include copper, cobalt, iron, and chromium. Molybdenum, nickel, tungsten and other materials are available on special order.

For complete information about the new G-E Model CA-6 tube, write or wire, today, to Dept. R612.

GENERAL ELECTRIC
X-RAY CORPORATION
2012 JACKSON BLVD., CHICAGO, ILL., U. S. A.

Today's Best Buy — U.S. War Bonds
MICROSCOPES
FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

No Priority Required of High Schools

You can purchase one or more of these Bausch & Lomb Model F.B. Microscopes, the perfect microscope for High School work, for immediate delivery from our stock. Most secondary school teachers are well acquainted with this instrument and will be glad to know that they may be purchased without a priority.

This instrument is standard size, using the same optical parts as more expensive models. It has been designed particularly for work where its maximum power, 430X, need not be exceeded. The body tube is the correct fixed length and is fitted with a dustproof revolving double nosepiece, carrying two standard achromatic objectives, 16 and 4 mm. The 16 mm. objective is separable, providing two magnifications.

The revolving disc diaphragm mounted on the under side of the large stage, has five stops, simplifying student manipulation.

The mirror is of standard dimensions and is universally adjustable in all three planes.

Coarse and fine adjustment controls are conveniently placed on both sides.

9800-FFB without case or objective boxes $72.80
98002-FFB with case and boxes 77.00
FB2 provides magnifications of 40, 100 and 430X.

98004-FFB with an addition of 5X ocular 75.80
98006-FFB with case and objective boxes 80.00
FB4 provides magnifications of 20, 40, 50, 100, 215 and 430X.

The War Production Board gives High Schools authority to purchase these microscopes under Limitation Order L-144.

Chicago Apparatus Company
1735 NORTH ASHLAND AVENUE • CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
The AMINO ACIDS

are recognized to be of fundamental nutritional importance, and many investigators are engaged in developing knowledge regarding their physiological significance. Almost all of the amino acids found in proteins are now being manufactured in pure form by Merck & Co. Inc.

Aminoacetic Acid
(Glycocoll, Glycine)

L(+)Arginine Monohydrochloride
dl Aspartic Acid
Beta-Alanine
dl Alpha-Alanine
L(+)Cysteine Hydrochloride
L(-)Cystine
L(+)Glutamic Acid
dl Glutamic Acid Monohydrate
L(+)Histidine Monohydrochloride
L(-)Hydroxyproline
dl Isoleucine
dl Leucine
L(+)Leucine
L(+)Lysine Monohydrochloride
dl Lysine Monohydrochloride
dl Methionine
dl Norleucine
dl Phenylalanine
L(-)Proline
dl Serine
dl Threonine
L(-)Tryptophane
L(-)Tyrosine
dl Valine

Choline

Choline is recognized as an important nutritional factor, and for this reason is required as a routine supplement in nutritional experiments, especially when highly purified diets are employed.

Choline Chloride

Merck

is available from your usual source of supply.

FOR VICTORY—Buy War Savings Bonds and Stamps
"Dear Mom... I never felt better in my life"

Isn't it wonderful, Mother, to get a letter like that from your boy wherever he is... Iceland, Ireland, Australia, or a camp in the U.S.A.

Remember how you used to worry about his health when he was a little fellow... how secure you felt in the house on Greene Street because it was just around the corner from Doc Brown's?

Right now your boy is getting the finest medical care in the world. No matter where he is, he's never farther than "just around the corner" from an army doctor... and a mighty good doctor he is, too.

That doctor, as all American doctors are, is armed with the knowledge that has grown out of advanced microscopical research... research that was made possible by Bausch & Lomb's introduction of quantity production of quality microscopes.

Today, in every field hospital, and in every base hospital a microscope stands ready to aid your boy's doctors... to ferret out the enemy that hides in the water and the air and the insect's sting... to aid in the diagnosis of disease.

And out on the battle lines, as on industrial fronts, Bausch & Lomb Instruments are creating winning standards of precision. In your homes, schools and shops, modern eyewear, as prescribed and fitted by men who have made the study of human vision a life's work, continues to do its part for the eyes of a working America.

BAUSCH & LOMB
OPTICAL CO. EST. 1853

AN AMERICAN SCIENTIFIC INSTITUTION PRODUCING OPTICAL GLASS AND INSTRUMENTS FOR MILITARY USE, EDUCATION, RESEARCH, INDUSTRY AND EYESIGHT CORRECTION
THE AMERICAN ASSOCIATION FOR THE ADVANCEMENT OF SCIENCE

POSTPONEMENT OF THE NEW YORK MEETING

By Dr. F. R. MOULTON
PERMANENT SECRETARY

In compliance with a direct request of the Office of Defense Transportation, an agency of the Federal Government, the meeting of the American Association for the Advancement of Science and of 44 of its affiliated and associated societies that was scheduled to be held in New York City beginning next December 28 has been postponed, by vote of the Executive Committee. The reason for the request from ODT is the excessive demands on railroads due to the war efforts of the country in general, and to the greatly added burdens due to recent military developments in particular.

Naturally the postponement of a meeting implies that it will be held at a later date. In the present case, however, no definite plans for the future have been made or can be made until the acute transportation problems now existing have been at least partially solved. It is not possible to predict how soon the transportation conditions will improve; as soon as they are improved the ODT will not discourage the holding of scientific meetings.

Instead of drifting, and possibly grumbling, until the future of scientific meetings is clarified, scientists may well consider in all seriousness how their meetings might be improved. Presumably they can be improved in many ways, and if some of the ways of improving them can be discovered during this interval of uncertainty, the disappointments and irritations due to the postponement of the New York meeting will be forgotten.